Inspire your learners to reach higher

Browse our collection of IT certification prep resources

From introductory to expert level, Pearson VUE has the tools to help your learners take the next step on their certification pathway. We work with the world's most recognized learning providers to offer a multi-modal training and testing solution featuring e-learning materials, study guides, practice tests, and certification vouchers that will help increase exam pass rates and job performance.

Train with top-tier products

**Pearson CertPREP courseware**

*Everything they need to learn, practice, and certify*

Text, videos, quizzes, practice tests and labs introduce and reinforce new concepts and skills in one consistent interface, making teaching and learning simple. This all-in-one approach saves time and money while delivering a better experience for all.

**Pearson CertPREP training labs**

*Set them up for real-world success*

Discover scenario-based exercises from CertPREP training labs. Learners work through real-life scenarios and training exercises designed to build skills on hundreds of key concepts. Access learning content for AWS, Microsoft, VMware, and more.

**Practice tests**

*Help them prepare for in-demand exams*

Practice tests give candidates confidence that they are ready to take and pass their certification exam. Practice tests are available in two different modalities: practice mode, which lets learners work at their own pace and receive feedback for each question, and certification mode, which simulates the actual exam experience.
IT Specialist Certification program

Expanding IT skills for newcomers to the field

IT Specialist exams are the launching pad for an exciting IT career. With exams that cover the full range of entry-level IT skills, candidates can bolster their career — or start a new one — confident they have the skills to succeed. The IT Specialist program comprises and builds upon the same topics as the former Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) curriculum.

Pearson Video training

Learning anytime, anywhere

Take careers to the next level with hundreds of self-paced, easy-to-follow training videos on all the essential topics for IT certification candidates. Pearson Video training teaches more in less time, and material is easier to absorb and remember. Videos can be viewed on any device while on the go (and can be downloaded and viewed offline), giving candidates the ultimate freedom. Access video training materials for (ISC)², AWS, Cisco, CompTIA, and more.

MindhubPro

Fill IT skills gaps with ease

Your one-stop shop for IT certification prep, MindhubPro features learning resources for today’s top IT programs. From courseware and training labs to books and practice tests, whether you’re upskilling staff or training independent learners, find everything you need at mindhubpro.com.

Jumpstart your training and testing program.

Learn more:

PearsonVUE.com/IT-exam-resources

Examples noted above do not represent the full catalog of IT training programs available. For a complete list of programs, visit PearsonVUE.com/IT-exam-resources.
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